
Maths Day - Pattern
18th May 2023



Here are the Pattern activities we took 
part in:

• Patterns of movement; in karate and using the PE apparatus

• Searching for patterns in the tyre park (using photographs)

• Making our own patterns with natural resources found in the 
forest area

• Rubbings of patterns around the playground

• Numicon Patterns

• Sound Patterns

And much more besides!



Following patterns in P.E. 

Going in and out of the 
cones.

Walking along the bench 
then jumping onto the 
mat; bench, mat, bench 
and mat.

Across the mat, over 
the bench, mat, bench, 
mat and bench



Tyre park patterns

Finding patterns on the 
tyres.

Brick wall patterns. Looking around for 
patterns to match to 
the photograph.



At the Tyre park we looked for the 
patterns on the photos.



Forest patterns

Creating own repeating 
patterns

Collecting natural 
resources.

Talking about the 
patterns we had made.



In the 
forest 
area

We collected 
lots of 
different 
resources to 
copy and 
create our 
own 
repeating 
patterns. 



Finding patterns all around us

Patterns on the 
climbing frame.

Patterns on the railings. Patterns on the wall.



Pattern 
rubbings

Using our 
sense of 
touch to find 
different 
patterns 
around the 
environment.



Numicon Patterns

Using the Numicon tiles to create and 
continue a repeating number pattern.

Using Numicon to draw own patterns.



More Numicon patterns and pictures

Copying the picture 
using Numicon.

Creating own repeating 
pattern.

Finding different ways 
to make 4.



Sound 
Patterns
We created musical 
patterns using 
instruments.

We used body 
percussion to copy, 
then make our own 
repeating patterns. 



Peg board patterns

Using the Numicon tiles to create and 
continue a repeating number pattern.

Using Numicon to draw own number 
pattern.



Patterns 
with 
construction
I wonder which 
colour will come 
next?



What a busy and fun 
day we had!
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